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MAKING A DIFFERENCE
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Thank you
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and participating
to help save
more Westies –
please include
your friends!
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WESTIES WE’VE HELPED IN

2021

TINKERBELL | AUGUST 2021
We received a text from Tink’s owner asking to surrender her to
rescue because they could no longer care for her. This little girl
just turned 5 last week and had been suffering for quite some time.
Her itch is so intense that she received 3 baths in less than 24
hours of receiving her and was whisked off to our vet the very next
day. Tink has a severe case of Malassezia dermatitis which is why
her skin resembles elephant’s skin. Her ears are swollen shut, her
nails were considerably overgrown, she has a heart murmur and
is in need of a dental. Poor Tink is not spayed and was bred with
the owner’s other dog. We will spay her once we get her skin
under control. Her initial vet bill was extraordinarily costly and
we will incur more cost once she gets her dental and spay. This
little girl is as cute as a button and so sweet and gentle. She has
a long road of recovery and we are so thankful we have her now.
She needed us and with the help from WestieMed, this little
nugget will get everything she needs. We are committed to her
health and happiness.
Karen Simondet and Kay DeLoach, WROC

TINKERBELL UPDATE | OCTOBER 28, 2021
Tink has been in rescue for three months now and we’ve made quite a bit of
progress. Her fungal and yeast infections have been eradicated, though we are
still dealing with three types of bacteria. We’ve pushed out her spay and dental
procedures because we do not want to do a surgery with bacteria on the skin.
She is still receiving her medicated baths, every other day. The biggest change is
in her personality. Though very sweet and quiet from the start, Tink has a bit of
a wild side and loves to play! Now that she is feeling so much better, she exudes
confidence that every little girl should own!
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GLADYS | OCTOBER 9, 2021
We first saw this little Westie girl on a Facebook “found dog”
post after she was found as a stray on the side of a country road.
She was well-groomed, happy, and appeared to be healthy so we
were certain her people would come looking for her. The finder
had her scanned and she was microchipped but the chip had not
been registered. When we reached out to the finder to help, she
indicated she was not able to keep the dog so we offered to hold
her in one of our volunteer foster homes while continuing to
look for her owners. Our volunteer picked her up and called her
Gladys. Within a few days, someone reached out to us claiming
to be the owner so we requested proof. Then Winter Storm Uri
hit the area and our attention was drawn elsewhere.
Once the storm passed, we reached out again to the person
who claimed to be Gladys’ owner and she confirmed it was
indeed her dog, sending copies of vet records and the microchip
number as proof. She told us that she had been giving it more
thought and she had decided to rehome the pup. She told us
she had a special needs child and it was getting to be too much
to have the dog as well. While we were disappointed to not reunite them, we were able to learn more about
Gladys’ personality and received all of her medical history so could set about finding the best furever home
for her.
Gladys has a unique, spirited personality. She has an opinion on everything – either she loves it or she hates
it and there is no real in-between. While that is helpful with things she loves (tennis balls and treats!) it makes
things she hates a little more challenging. In one of her foster homes, we noticed that she flinched a lot when
approached on the right-hand side. She also hated being petted on the head and being approached from
behind. A trip to our veterinarian determined that she had an unusual-shaped oval cataract on her right
eye. Gladys was referred to a doggy ophthalmologist where they determined she was an ideal candidate for
cataract-removal surgery. While we were happy to have a definite diagnosis, we were also concerned about
preparing Gladys for surgery.
If Gladys didn’t like her head touched or being approached from behind and flinched constantly, how were we
going to give her all of the needed eye drops without her snapping out of fear? We knew this was best for her
and so the work began. Gladys’ foster mom practiced taking a muzzle and e-collar off and on and practiced
administering saline and anti-inflammatory drops. This process took several weeks and once we felt Gladys
trusted her foster mom enough, we scheduled her surgery.
Thanks to WestieMed, Gladys had successful cataract-removal surgery on Monday, October 4th. She will
continue to get 12-14 eye drops a day for the next several weeks which requires the muzzle, e-collar, and a lot
of patience. Gladys also has at least four additional follow-up appointments to ensure that her eye stays healthy
during recovery. Once fully recovered, Gladys will be matched to her furever home, one that understands that
trust is gained over time and one that will play ball for hours on end.
Maggie
Westie & Scottie Rescue Houston
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LOU LOU | OCTOBER 7, 2021
We got Lou Lou, half Westie half Italian Greyhound, a few months
ago. She came from an abuse case in Texas. There were more than
30 puppies in a home. When the owner found out that she was
going to face charges with running a puppy mill, she locked the
doors and took off. For a few weeks these dogs were alone. Most
were in very bad shape. Lou Lou was still a baby at the time and her
mother took care of her well.
Authorities picked up the dogs and took them to a rescue in Texas.
There are so many dogs needing adoption in Texas that they opened
a shelter in Minnesota to transfer them too. All 30 of the puppies
were loaded up and driven across country. When they were almost
to the Minnesota facility, Lou Lou got out of her pen and they could
not catch her. For about a week she was on her own in a rural area
that is populated with wolves, coyotes, bobcat, bears and eagles. She
somehow was found and because of her microchip, she was brought
to the facility.
I had contacted the rescue a week or so earlier and told them about myself and how I was looking for a forever
friend. We live on a small farm in Northern Minnesota where we raise our four children. My husband, Justin,
and I are both disabled Navy veterans. Justin was injured and I have severe anxiety, depression, panic disorder
and PTSD. I was just looking for a dog that was needing of some love and comfort as much as I am. A few days
after Lou Lou was returned, they called me and explained her situation. She was very nervous and scared. She
has high anxiety and won’t eat much. I packed up my car for the two hour trip and went to get her. I know
right away we were just made for each other. Right away I noticed that her jaw was crooked. I called my vet and
got her in to see her right away.
During that time when she was loose on her own, her jaw and several teeth were broken. By the time I adopted
her, parts of the broken jaw were rotten and she could not chew. We didn’t know the severity of her injuries or
that she was even injured when we brought her home. A surgery right away that day to try to stop the rotting
was necessary. We spent nearly $1,000 that day plus her special milkshake-like food she had to eat through
a muzzle (to hold her jaw in place) since then. It would be 8 weeks until she could take her muzzle off for an
appointment. They were not convinced that their surgery was a success so we made an appointment with a
dental specialist, but it would be a month until we could get in.
Since getting her I have made huge strides in my recovery and my anxiety is almost none when she is with me.
Years of insomnia fizzled away as she lays on top of me to sleep. We are the same. I needed her as much as she
needed me.
She was not a normal puppy. She didn’t want to play. She just wanted to chew on things like a normal dog.
But slowly she came out of her shell and will wag her tail and chase the children as they run playing. She has
learned that the sound of the blender means I am making her runny food she can drink. And she goes with
me everywhere.
Finally it was time for her appointment. She will still need one more surgery, but she will be just fine. Crocked
mouth, but a normal puppy. I am in the process of working with my veterans Association psychiatrist to get
her registered as my service animal. I am grateful for a group of people far away who saw my worth and wanted
to help my sweet baby.
Kara
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LOU LOU UPDATE | JULY 17, 2022
What can I say about this sweet girl? Lou Lou helps me wake up with a sense of purpose that isn’t a
responsibility (I have a lot of those). Whenever I’m starting to have an anxiety attack, she’s right there, putting
her face up to mine, saying ‘Hey. I’ve got you.’ When nightmares creep in or insomnia, she lays on my chest
and helps me sleep peacefully. We are brave for each other. We have both been through so much trauma. She
was afraid to go outside. I was afraid to go anywhere. She was worried something bad would happen again.
So was I. She was broken physically when I got her. I was injured in my brain. We needed to see our struggle
in each other. From the moment she saw me, she hasn’t willingly left my side. She knows I will keep her safe
and has learned that bad things are not going to happen again. She has been through so many surgeries and
treatments and now she is healed. I’m still working on mine, but she is right there with me, proving that it can
happen. Proving that you can live happily in the present despite what has happened in the past. Somehow she
always knows what I need. I think it’s because she can truly say she has “been there”. She grounds me in my
anxiety, comforts me in my depression, brings peace to my panic, love in my sadness, bravery to my fear, and
laughter to my darkness. I have a lot of healing left to do, but because I have her, I know it can get better. She will sit with me and face it with me. Just
like I did for hers She has proved it time and time again. Through heart ache, through medication withdrawal, through failures and success, through
setbacks and breakthroughs, through crippling fear, debilitating depression, she is there. Hundreds of times Justin points out how Lou Lou and I are
the same and going through the same things. And he shows me how strong she is. And how I am, too. Happy One Year Adoption Anniversary Lou Lou.
We saved each other. – Kara

DILLY | NOVEMBER 6, 2021
Dilly’s story is a sure a strange one, but she ended up in the right place!
Dilly is not her original name ... we’re not sure what that was. She
was called “Dilly” because she looked like an armadillo. When she was
rescued, the poor girl had only a few tufts of hair. The rest of her skin
was black and wrinkled. The skin on her front legs was so inflamed
and swollen, it folded over onto itself. She was surrendered by people
who could not take care of her. This was certainly evident. We were
told Dilly was 10-12 years old.
Dilly came my way after she did not fit in with her foster home. All the attempts, adjustments, and tricks that
we know didn’t allow for a peaceful household. She joined my crew of two male Westies in October 2021. I’m
not going to say she fit right in ... but what female Westie does anything peacefully? It turns out she was not
spayed, and to say she was boy crazy is an understatement. Luckily, within a month she was healthy enough to
have the surgery.
Dilly had a bad case of atopic dermatitis, along with a heart murmur, fractured teeth, ear and eye infections,
and did I mention she was boy crazy? Our first trip to a vet was very helpful. Within a few days she had
stopped her constant scratching, which let her focus more on, well, boys.
We addressed each ailment in order of severity, all along giving many Nizoral baths and cold laser therapy
treatments for her skin issues. (I love Westie Rescue of Orange County’s skin protocol, it’s worked wonders
in the past). Within a month she was able to receive a rabies vaccine. The vet thought she was so medically
compromised a vaccine would not be able to produce an immune response at all during the first visit.
She is a pistol. She is very smart and ornery. If she is 10-12 years old, she was a handful as a puppy. She is full
of Westitude and very affectionate. We’re very grateful to WestieMed for help with her medical bills.
Sometimes you don’t know what life will throw at you, but I’m very glad Dilly landed here.
Jen
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DILLY UPDATE | DECEMBER 14, 2021
When Dilly was strong enough for surgery, two veterinarians both thought she was not
spayed. No scar, no tattoos, (although her skin remained so dark and mottled, it was hard to
tell). Spay surgery was a go until the docs found she had already been spayed. That surgery
quickly became a dental checkup and Dilly had SEVEN teeth pulled. You would never know
from her eating abilities before or after the extractions that anything was amiss. Her skin has
settled down which means fewer baths. Throughout all her vet visits, her ears remained flat
out “gooey”. We finally had the germs her ears cultured to find out exactly what kind of
medicine would be best.
Dilly insists she is no ‘run of the mill’ Westie, and therefore apparently needs ‘special’ everything. As she healed, we moved down the
hierarchy of medical needs. Next were her eyes. I knew she had poor vision, as she ran into things, but seemed to adapt quickly to her
surroundings. For once, the ophthalmologist said there was hope her eyes would improve! Years of dry eyes had scarred the corneas, but
with special drops (again ... special) her vision should get better. Did I mention special ear drops? And hypo allergenic food? Some would
say high maintenance, but Dilly insists she’s just “special”. She sure is!

WESTIES WE’VE HELPED IN
SNOOPY | FEBRUARY 17, 2022

2022

On June 8, 2021, Lone Star Westie Rescue was contacted about a male
Westie (Snoopy) surrendered to a Texas shelter due to rectal polyps
and prior owner could not afford medical treatment for Snoopy. Gladly
LSWR came to his rescue. Soon after Snoopy was evaluated by our vet and
received a much-needed dental.
Although, rectal polyps are an infrequent and usually a benign disease,
we were informed to monitor him while in foster care because the
likelihood of him having issues were high and he’d likely have to see a
specialist to have surgery to remove the polyps. Snoopy joined his new
foster family and fit right in with his laid-back, easy-going personality and loved every human and pup he’d
meet. He loves to show off his toys and breaks all the Westie rules by being a lap dog. Symptoms from his
polyps began increasing in severity and more frequent. At that point he was referred to a specialist to have
his condition evaluated. After the consult with the specialist, he was put on antibiotics and steroids to help
with the inflammation in his bowels and so the specialist would be able to proceed with a colonoscopy and
polyp removal.
Snoopy’s colonoscopy revealed more than a few polyps and the decision was made to remove the section of
his colon that was riddled with polyps. The colon resection was a step in the right direction for Snoopy even
though this procedure would not make him completely disease free, but it would make him more comfortable
and help maintain his overall digestive health. Patients that undergo a rectal polyp surgery have a good
recovery prognosis. Single polyps usually will not reoccur. Canines that had multiple polyps removed may
experience the reoccurrence of the polyps. He was a little trooper with his follow-up visits and his incisions
were completely healed by three weeks. Snoopy is living his best life with his forever family. They are
thankful for the care he’s received while in foster care and are understand what it will take to manage any
future polyp issues.
Thank you WestieMed for helping Snoopy, a gentle loving Westie in need of rescue!
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LAINEY | MARCH 7, 2022
Lainey was relinquished to an animal shelter because her owner was getting a divorce. Our very good friend
who is the animal control deputy of the shelter alerted us to Lainey’s situation. She was listed as a 12 year old,
but her microchip was registered so we had a birthdate on her. She is a precious 14.5 year old senior lady.
Lainey was covered in fleas and her backend was urine stained. The shelter cleaned her up, treated her for fleas
and we picked her up the very next day. During the drive, she lost control of her bladder. Once we got her
home, she drank buckets and buckets of water. Over the next 24 hours, Lainey continually drank water and
urinated. The poor little girl would also urinate while she was asleep. It was heartbreaking and she was getting
baths several times a day.
Lainey has had several vet visits in one week! We treated her ear infections, ran her bloodwork, and urinalysis
and sent it out for culture. Her bloodwork did not have the markers for Cushing’s, but with her extended
abdomen and water consumption, we ran a dexamethasone suppression test to check for Cushing’s syndrome.
The test did not reveal Cushing’s, so we set up an abdominal ultrasound with an internist. Lainey faired
pretty well and does not have any masses. One kidney shows an old blood clot so we submitted bloodwork
to evaluate for evidence of hypercoagulability. One test evaluated her overall clotting abilities which shows
that she has a tendency for clot formation. The second test evaluated for the presence of clot breakdown part
which is an indirect way of saying that she is having ongoing clots in her body. These tests tell us that Lainey
is at risk for blood clots or strokes so we have started her on a blood thinner medication.
Since Lainey’s tests have not produced a diagnosis,
we are treating her for Diabetes Insipidus. There is
no test for this except by process of elimination. We
started Lainey on Desmopressin acetate which is the
treatment of choice for central diabetes insipidus.
Her symptoms have dramatically improved and
we are keeping a log of the amount of water she
consumes. There is room for improvement so
her dosage may be adjusted. We will continue to
monitor her electrolytes and her first retest shows
her electrolytes are normal so this is great news.
We have increased her medication and will retest
again in 5 days. She will also be retested for
Cushing’s down the road.
To get Lainey to this point has been costly. But as
it turns out, her owner relinquishing her to the
shelter was the best thing for Lainey because she
now has received the help she so desperately needed.
She already feels better and her true Westie-ness is
starting to shine through!
Karen Simondet – WROC
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MAXWELL | APRIL 4, 2022
Maxwell Martin (Adams = Fostering) Maxwell came to
the West Highland White terrier Society (WHWTSOC)
following the passing of his 90-year old owner through
the thoughtfulness of a neighbor who had helped with his
care. The owner had made no provisions for Maxwell in
the event of the owner’s death. There were no family
members who wanted to take him. The neighbor wanted
to have Maxwell placed in a good home with folks who
appreciated he breed and, who knew how to handle a
dog who was clearly sight-impaired with cataracts on
both eyes. The neighbor researched Westie Rescues and
found the WHWTSOC.
Living the closest to Glastonbury where Maxwell was
located, Pam & Tom Adams, with the help of Joann Philips, picked Maxwell up at the end of October of 2021.
He had been well taken care of and was healthy other than having cataracts on both eyes. For years, Maxwell
had not walked for more than 300 feet a day. He had no knowledge of the common commands. He now can
walk close to a mile and, responds to “come” – sort of. The neighbor found Maxwell’s AKC Registration Papers
and, it turns out, Maxwell was bred at the same Kennel as the Adams’ Gilligan and Lisa Regan’s Fiona. Maxwell
and Gilligan were born 12 days apart in the same year.
The WHWTSOC Rescue Committee decided that Cataract Surgery would improve Maxwell’s quality of life.
Maxwell was taken to the Central Hospital for Veterinary Medicine, Inc. in North Haven, CT. The initial
examination showed that only one eye was a potential candidate for Cataract Surgery while the other had a
detached retina that, likely, had been detached for a long time. The Pre-Op testing yielded more bad news.
The left eye which originally was thought to be a candidate for surgery was found to have a detached retina
as well and, glaucoma. The Vet said that the pressure in his left eye was nearly 4 times higher than it should
be resulting in Maxwell feeling like he had a constant Migraine Headache. Since Maxwell was totally blind
already due to the detached retinas, the decision was made to remove the eyes and replace them with prosthetic
eyes. In the end, only one eye could have a prosthetic, the other had an infection behind the eye precluding
the implant.
Maxwell is back home with the Adams and doing well. He moves about the house like a little white Roomba –
bumping into walls or gates then, redirecting. He is getting around well and his appetite is far better than it was
pre-surgery. He seems happier and, when he no longer has to wear his Cone, he will be able to resume going up
and down stairs and play out in the yard. He will certainly thrive.
Funding for Maxwell’s surgery came from the generosity of the WHWTSOC Rescue Fund, Pam & Tom Adams
and WestieMed.
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AMBER | APRIL 13, 2022
Hello to the WestieMed family and to the supporters and recipients like myself who have received help from
the WestieMed community. With gratitude I’m pleased to share my experience about the WestieMed family!
I call them family because this is who I see them as. From the beginning to end these folks have been more
than I expected for me and my baby Amber.
Amber was rescued and after 6 months we found an issue with her hip/ leg called Legg-Calve-Perthes disease.
This affected her ability to walk and, at times, even worse it broke her spirit. From the start Amber was a
loving, sweet soul always cheerful by waggling her tail showing affection and so forth. But 6 months in I saw
a drastic change where she began hopping on 3 legs – that is when I realized something was definitely wrong.
With me living on a fixed income, the first thing that came to mind is if a problem is discovered, where would
the funds come from to cover the cost.
This is when I first encountered the WestieMed family. I reached out to them seeking help and some assistance.
Within minutes the WestieMed family replied in concern to help and the requirements needed for assistance.
I provided the information to them and they didn’t hesitate to render their assistance!
I received financial help to correct that issue and Amber had surgery. I felt the issue was taken care of, however,
periodically Amber would begin hopping on the leg like before and also lost her appetite. I took Amber for a
veterinary consult and I found out the same issue was still there and the surgery did not repair it!
Second time around I reached out to the WestieMed family and again they walked with me through every step
of the way! Amber’s surgery was a success and was paid through the WestieMed organization.
My Ambie can now live free from this issue and we look forward now to a normal life! I am grateful and
thankful for all the help we received from the WestieMed family and just want to say I can’t speak about any
other Charitable organizations out there but this one. The dignity, respect, integrity, support and the relief of
stress this organization offers is immaculate.
May I say thanks again for the help and assistance we’ve received from you. It is truly appreciated.
Because of the WestieMed family Amber is recovering and healing up, even moving around periodically on
the leg. She went for a post-op surgical care appointment and all is well.
She will have to do therapy because over time
she lost 90% of mobility on that leg, but thankful
and grateful we found the WestieMed family to
help us through our trying time.
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ORBISON | JUNE 30, 2022
Orbison was taken to the vet by his previous owners with a request
to put him down due to his skin condition. The family was moving
and said they did not know what else to do. The vet saw that
Orbison had a lot of living to do so requested that he be released to
them and then reached out Westie and Scottie Rescue Houston for
help. We immediately made changes to Orbison’s diet and medical
regimen and his skin was improving but we noticed this sweet boy
was having trouble navigating the elements of his foster home.
A trip to the eye specialist showed that Orbison had cataracts in
both eyes and was an excellent candidate for surgery. Orbison is
spunky and loves to play with toys. We knew surgery would greatly
improve his quality of life where he could enjoy many more years
of toys and squirrel chasing.
Orbison had successful cataract-removal surgery on Thursday,
June 23 (his 9th birthday!). There have been some concerns with
his eye pressure post-surgery which has required additional
monitoring, drops, and vet visits but Orbison doesn’t seem to
mind. He is a patient little conehead who willingly takes his
many eye drops throughout the day and is nothing but smiles
at the dogtor’s office for his follow-ups. Orbison has a few more
follow-up appointments to go but looks forward to playing with
toys, chasing squirrels, and wrestling with his furry friends in his
foster home and in his furever home very soon!
Thank you again for your grant to help him.

A heartful
THANK YOU
for the
generous donations
by former
board member
and the late
Sara Studebaker’s
family

Thank you for making the

WestieMed

SPRING
AUCTION
a success!
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1 MAKE A DONATION
– Mail a check or money order donation to:
WestieMed, Inc.
13 Spire View Road
Ridgefield, CT 06877
– Make a secure online credit card donation.
– Make an automatic monthly subscription donation.
– Donate Westie treasures for WestieMed’s Facebook
Auctions .

HOW CAN
YOU HELP?

– Make a Planned Gift consisting of such items as stocks,
bonds, cash, personal property, bequests, trusts, life
insurance and IRAs.
– Make a donation with your company’s matching
Gift Program.
– Donate your artistic Westie designs for fundraising
purposes through our Artists To The Rescue program.

There are a number of
ways and opportunities
you can help WestieMed
raise the quality of
life and adoptability
of rescued Westies
in need of

2 VOLUNTEER
– Help organize a Fundraising event or a Westie Walk for
the benefit of WestieMed.
– Offer your talents and time for a WestieMed project.
– Get WestieMed news and updates through our
Friends of WestieMed email list.
– Join the WestieMed group on Facebook.
– Help spread the word about WestieMed

medical attention.

3 MAKE A PURCHASE

We appreciate
your support!

– Obtain “ever-burning” online Tribute and Memorial
Virtual Candle from the Paws and Remember
program on the WestieMed website
– Shop with WestieMed’s Affiliate Companies
and a donation will be made to help us help
rescued Westies.
– Shop in WestieMed’s online Facebook Auctions.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President/Application Coordinator
Lucy Ryley
Vice President/ Website Coordinator
Sandy Gilmer
Recording Secretary
Denise Sunkel
Corresponding Secretary
Brandy Daniel
Treasurer
Jon Elkow
Board Member
Carolyn Piccininni
Auction Coordinator
Gerry Cannavan
Newsletter Editor
Rachel Scott
Marketing Coordinator
Rachel Phelps
Gift Shop Coordinator
Becky Walker
Application Follow-up Coordinator
Linda Duncan
WHWTCA Liaison/
Virtual Candle Coordinator
Karen Spalding
Ex-Officio Board Member
– Consulting Veterinarian
Dr. Kevin Shrewsberry
Ex-Officio Board Member
– Consulting Financial Advisor
James Gniadek
Ex-Officio Board Member
– Website Consultant
Brad Phelps
Ex-Officio Board Member
– Consulting Attorney
Lisa Curry, Esq

The Paws and Remember Program
Please take a moment to Paws and
Remember your special friends.
Make a donation to light an
“ever-burning” Virtual Candle from
WestieMed’s Paws and Remember
program. This is a wonderful way
to show your admiration, love and
devotion for those you hold closest to
your heart.

LIGHT A VIRTUAL CANDLE

– Honor your own special family members.
– Celebrate a living friend, pet or person with a Tribute Virtual Candle,
or Remember those you have loved and lost with a Memorial
Virtual Candle.
– When you make a donation for either a Tribute Virtual Candle or a
Memorial Virtual Candle, WestieMed will acknowledge your
thoughtful gift.
– Our acknowledgment card features the Paws and Remember logo
Toto — The Rescue Angel designed and donated exclusively to
WestieMed by artist Suzanne Renaud.

Our Mission
The Mission of WestieMed, Inc.
is to help raise the quality of life and
adoptability of rescued West Highland
White Terriers (Westies).
WestieMed provides these Westies with
a second chance at adoption and the
opportunity to lead happy, healthy lives
in stable, loving, forever homes. In
addition, through its efforts and the
example it sets, WestieMed aims to stimulate a dialogue,
which will educate the general public about rescue animals and
rescue organizations.

CONTACT INFO

WestieMed, Inc.

info@westiemed.org

13 Spire View Road

www.westiemed.org

Ridgefield, CT 06877

